
Proponent Testimony for HB 51: Shall be fully Read as is where is and aloud and clear. 

 

HB 51, i.e SECOND AMENDMENT PRESERVATION ACT, by the way a very important law 

that OHIO should have passed, signed, sealed and delivered for the State of Ohio to be 

PROTECTED from the TYRANNICAL federal government that we had last year and now the 

same as last year with a slim to none chance of Preserving and Protecting of the SECOND 

AMENDMENT. Also with the FACT that cities, township's, villages and sadly some counties in 

OHIO have gone ROGUE by violating the OHIO CONSTITUTION and the State of Ohio's 

PREEMPTION LAW'S when it comes to the SECOND AMENDMENT. 

 

Cleveland, Columbus, and Cincinnati major metropolitan areas along with bad actors in the 

counties that these cities are in as well as elected and non-elected officials that have ZERO 

interest in Protecting and Serving law abiding citizens, but instead crater cater and placate to 

crime and violence. As well as Dayton not having an adequate amount of law enforcement do to 

the servere defunding that should've never happened in the 1st place. 

 

From UNCONSTITUTIONAL bans on the SECOND AMENDMENT by the federal 

government and localities going ROGUE in OHIO for example: #1 so called ‘Assault Weapons 

Ban’ by the way NOBODY can define what an ‘Assault Weapon’ is, #2 High Magazine 

Capacity ban’ by the way I didn't know that a Magazine can get ‘HIGH’, #3 for the RECORD do 

YOU even know that a person could be dealing with 1 or multiple assailants and that law-abiding 

citizens need more rounds than they would've thought to have if they ever GOD FORBID be in a 

bad situation. Fun Fact law-abiding folks don't go looking for trouble. Trouble usually finds 

them and the law-abiding citizens RARELY ever be in the wrong place and wrong time because 

we're informed of these areas and make sure not to go through and if we do we go with caution 

at best. #4 Gun restrictions is indeed a Violation of the SECOND AMENDMENT. No one is to 

ever dictate the type of gun that can be used to Protect, Hunt, Hobby, and be in the Sporting area 

of the SECOND AMENDMENT. 

 

HB 51 is a life Saver and Preserver as well as providing Legal Protection for the public and 

private individuals and Prevention from inhumanly and overcrowding of jails and prisons that all 

of the public and private individuals would rather see the jails and prisons be used for REAL 

criminal's. NOT for being in violation of the Federal government and or ROGUE State, County 

and Local law enforcement including elected and non-elected officials that can care less about 

the SECOND AMENDMENT, but cater and placate to REAL criminal's. HB 51 also 

PREVENTS the entire State of Ohio from becoming FELONS and OUTLAWS overnight do to 

TYRANNY from the Fed's and ROGUE elected and non-elected officials, state, county and local 

law enforcement agencies as well. 

 

The State of Ohio along with law enforcement from State, County and Local as well as elected 

and non-elected officials are majority PRO-GUN and rather NOT die in VAIN by violating the 

SECOND AMENDMENT RIGHTS of OHIOANS. They rather die in HONORING THEY'RE 

OATH of OFFICE and UPHOLDING the SECOND AMENDMENT RIGHTS of OHIOANS. If 

the feds want to come in and violate the SECOND AMENDMENT RIGHTS of OHIOANS, they 

can do so ON THERE OWN and at same time be met with CONSTITUTIONAL ACTIONS 

how WE THE PEOPLE will see fit and SAPA LAW from whomever they're going to violate and 



hopefully our State, County and Local law enforcement Stand's and Delivers to Protect and 

Preserve the SECOND AMENDMENT RIGHTS of citizens of OHIO should we ever call for 

help as were under duress from the feds or one of the ROGUE localities as well as PRO-GUN 

OHIOANS will do a very fine job doing so and as for the ROGUE localities they should be met 

with the same response as well if they violate the SECOND AMENDMENT RIGHTS of 

OHIOANS!!! By the way we all want to live free and be free from TYRANNY and NOT to be 

Waco WACKED or Ruby Ridge PILLAGED!!! HB 51 will Provide Life, Legal and Peace of 

mind Preservation and Protectection of every one in OHIO and everything will be great. Just ask 

the folks in Texas and Missouri, the birth place of SAPA. 

Not one citizen nor law enforcement officer has died since SAPA has been passed, signed, 

sealed, delivered to the folks in Texas which Ohio should be like when it comes to the SECOND 

AMENDMENT RIGHTS as well as Missouri. Also Missouri SAPA survived all court 

challenges and Missouri Won as it came to SAPA. 

 

For OHIO to be a free State and be even more of a free State, OHIO needs to get there ACT 

together and pass, sign seal and deliver HB 51 to OHIOANS for a peace of mind of protection of 

the SECOND AMENDMENT RIGHTS of OHIOANS. FAILURE to pass, sign, seal, and deliver 

HB 51 SAPA by the State of Ohio would definitely put OHIO into chaos as it will be a sign of 

WEAKNESS and for OHIO to be a nuclear experiment for TYRANNY and for OHIO to fall into 

a State of disrepair and become a warzone that NOBODY in OHIO wants, needs, nor ever 

desires. 

 

So, will Ohio do the same song and dance like what happened last year with SAPA or will Ohio 

ACTUALLY do the right thing and pass SAPA as is where is with ZERO wokie weakening 

amendments??? 

 


